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The journey of learning and discovery should be joyful, with the children making meaning of all 
their new discoveries and experiences. To this end, Early Years @ Healthy Planet has chosen the 
International Early Years Curriculum (IEYC) as its programme of teaching. This curriculum uses 
international best practices, holistic enquiry and play-based approaches that cover all areas of the 
curriculum including personal, social and emotional development. The IEYC has eight Learning 
Principles, each considered essential to children's learning and development.
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Learning
happens when developmentally

appropriate teacher-
scaffolded and child-initiated

experiences harness
children's natural 

curiosity in an enabling
environment.

The earliest
years of life are

important in
their own right.

Independent
and interdependent
learning experiences 
create a context for

personal development
an are the foundation of

international
mindedness.

Children should
be supported to

learn and 
develop at their

own unique
pace.

Knowledge and 
skills development 

lead to an increasing
sense of understanding

when children
are provided with

opportunities
to explore and express their

ideas in multiple ways.

Learning should
be motivating,
engaging and 

fun, opening up
a world of wonder for

children where
personal interests can

flourish.

Ongoing
assessment,

in the form of
evaluation and

reflection, is 
effective when

it involves a
learning-link

with the home.

Play is an
essential aspect
of all children's

learning and
development.

The Curriculum

Susan Holmes

Your children will begin a journey of learning and discovery from the age of 
two in 'a safe, trusting and caring environment,' where each child is treated 
as a unique individual with potential for many things.

Early Years @ Healthy Planet has successfully gained accreditation with the 
Early Childhood Association (ECA) India by passing the quality audit with 
flying colours in 2018. Our Early Years programme was described as a 
'temple of learning' with 'a genuine commitment to children and education 
visible in the school.' 

Come and visit us to savour the special learning environment and enjoy a 
first-hand experience at Early Years @ Heathy Planet. We look forward to 
welcoming you and your children.

We believe that the time your children spend at Early Years @ Heathy 
Planet will have a deep impact on their overall development in the years to 
come. Our centre is staffed with Early Childhood development specialists, 
fully trained in appropriate teaching methodology and learning strategies 
that are practised worldwide. 

Regards,

Welcome to Early Years @Healthy Planet, first opened in 2008. Learning 
and the development of your children are at the heart of everything that we 
do. We look forward to working together with you in partnership – the 
School, the parents, your children and all stakeholders - to achieve 
excellence with a commitment to lifelong learning, ‘preparing students to 
succeed in the challenges they face tomorrow’.

Dear Parents,

Head Teacher's Welcome Message



Through a diverse range of exciting and engaging units of learning, for example, 'This is Me', 'The 
Toy Shop',  'The World Around Us', 'Ocean Treasures' and 'Blast Off!', your children will develop 
their knowledge, skills and an increasing understanding of the world around them. 

· promoting personal, social and emotional development.

· supporting children's physical development.

· helping build cooperative skills.

Free Play and Structured/Guided Play are integral to the curriculum and an essential component of 
the children's daily routine at Early Years @ Healthy Planet. Research has proved that play has the 
following benefits for children including:

· offering opportunities for children to follow specific directions.

· encouraging cognitive development and a child's ability to solve problems.

· enhancing language and understanding of cultures.

· helping develop critical thinking skills.

IEYC Personal
Goals

st
The IEYC Personal Goals – essential for life and learning in the 21  century

Enquiry Adaptability Resilience 

Morality Communication 

Respect Thoughtfulness and Cooperation

International Mindedness

The IEYC units of learning have been developed to support the ways in which
children learn best in Early Years. The learning process can be described as:

Entry
Point

Capturing
Curiosity

Exit

Point

Enable the

Enviornment

Explore &
Express

The Big
Picture

Child

The Big Picture provides the children with an overview of each unit of learning. It prepares 
children for new learning, while at the same time helping to establish connections with 
previous learning.
Explore and Express aims to provide the children with opportunities to engage to engage in 
activities that are holistically designed around the Learning Strands. 

The Entry Point launches the new IEYC unit and is planned to enable children to explore new 
experiences in exciting and memorable ways. 
Capturing Curiosity is achieved when teachers are aware of what children are curious to 
learn and then the unit is adapted to enhance such opportunities. 
To Enable the Environment involves planning and developing relevant outdoor and indoor 
learning spaces to create a positive climate for enquiry and learning to take place.

The Exit Point at the end of each unit provides opportunities for children to reflect, share 
and celebrate what they have learnt. 

Learning
 Process

The IEYC Play is essential

for the development

of children.

Don't be surprised if your children have too much fun at school!





The icing on the cake is that all such exercises and activities are 
linked to the unit they are studying as well as to numeracy and 
literacy. So children jump and revise counting, stretch and 
recap names of body parts etc. No activity seems a chore, no 
exercise seems too strenuous. 

It is important that children are physically fit and healthy so that they come to 
school regularly and their minds are alert and ready to learn. Keeping this basic 
principle in mind, Early Years @ Healthy Planet has a daily program for physical 
development and fitness for all children. There is a two pronged purpose for 
this:

1. At this stage, children need to run, jump and play to learn skills of 
motor coordination, balance, body control etc. They also need to learn 
eye-hand coordination and finger movements since these skills help in 
holding a pencil appropriately and improving writing. 

2. Secondly, children try various exercise forms such as basic pilates, 
yoga, simple breathing activities to ensure that they are receiving the 
requisite exercise needed for them. This is extremely crucial in a world 

where young children are increasingly leading sedentary lives 
and phones, tablets and malls have become the sole means 

of recreation. 

Trips and visits are integral to your children's learning 
experience at Early Years @ Healthy Planet. These include trips to  

the Planetarium in Delhi, an aquarium, the Zoo and the Waste to 
Wonders park and other locations related to contextual learning. All 

these help create immersive learning experiences for children as they help 
children see that learning is not only limited to the walls of their classroom and 
school.

A healthy mind

resides in a 

healthy body.

All Round Development 

·  Children have regular access to the auditorium, outdoor play areas and indoor learning spaces. 

 ·  Classrooms and areas outside them are developed to create a positive climate where enquiry, free and guided play and learning, can take place. 
·  Classrooms are air conditioned and spacious and support whole class, group, pair and individual work as well as circle time and read aloud sessions. 

Our Learning Spaces

Assessment is based on observation of the children and goes on throughout the year. Each child will have a learning journal, which is a record of what they have 
learned through the year.  This would include teachers' comments, anecdotes and work samples of the children.

At the end of each year of learning, your children will receive a summative evaluation report, identifying the progress they have made with regards to key 
learning outcomes of their class. 

Your children's learning will be closely observed and monitored to ensure that they make good progress in relation to their individual starting points. 
Individualised and topic-based activities may be planned to support them in achieving their next learning steps. 

Assessment



·  being good role models.

· encouraging and acknowledging good behaviour and having a consistent  
approach to unwanted behaviour.

We aim to provide a positive and consistent environment in which children 
are able to play and learn. We also work in partnership with parents by 
communicating and offering advice and support, especially when dealing 
with behaviour issues. It is recognised that all children behave in different 
ways and that changes in behaviour are usually a result of a change in their 
environment or a developmental stage. 

·  providing a safe environment.

·  promoting early intervention.

· promoting self-esteem by encouraging children to value and respect 
themselves and others.

· encouraging a positive relationship with parents to develop a shared 
approach to involve them in the implementation of the policy and 
associated procedure.

·  encouraging children to take responsibility for their behaviour.

·  explaining unacceptable behaviour.

Early Years @ Healthy Planet believes that in order to enable an effective 
learning environment in which children can develop socially and 
academically, good behaviour and discipline in all aspects of life is necessary.  
And it's never too early to begin the journey. We seek to create a caring 
learning environment for all children by:

Creating a caring and nurturing 

Environment

Our Commitment 
to developing Globally Responsible Citizens

• All parents are issued Radio Frequency (RF)ID cards to be used while 
collecting their children from the school.

We are a safe, trusting, caring and welcoming environment. All visitors are 

required to register with the security guard before entering the main building 

of the School. Multi-level security systems are employed within and outside 

the School buildings to create a safe environment for our students. Strict 

security procedures are followed in case students are picked up from the 

School during School hours.

· The Senior Leadership Team is in school at 6:40 a.m. followed by teachers at 
7:00 a.m., much before the students enter the school. Once the students 
leave school, the entire building is secured by the site supervisor.

·  The School has a fully equipped medical first aid room with a 
qualified nurse. 

· Over 150 CCTV cameras are installed across the School.  These 
are regularly monitored and maintained to ensure they are 
functional.

·  Sessions on Safe and Unsafe touch are also regularly conducted for 
students.

·  All buses used by us are owned and operated by NWS and all drivers and  
conductors are employed directly by NWS after careful vetting of their 
credentials and references.

· Movement of all adults inside the School is recorded and 
maintained in designated registers. The School perimeter is 

secured and the gates in use are manned at all times.

 

·  Buses pick up and drop off the students inside the School premises, under 
the supervision of the School transport-in-charge. 

Being a Safe School

Children's safety 

and well-being is 

our highest 

priority. 



Parent Teacher Meetings take place regularly throughout the year. These give you the opportunity to 
interact with your child's teacher and discuss their progress. Parents are also invited to the Exit Point of 
each IEYC unit. These may take place in school and provide another opportunity to share your child's 
learning and be amazed by their creativity and curiosity. On occasions, Exit points may be in the form of a 
visit, where parents are also warmly welcomed.  

Home Letters are shared with parents at the beginning of each new IEYC Unit Learning. These include 
reference to all the learning that will take place in literacy and numeracy as well as opportunities for home 
learning. 
The Almanac is a very important communication tool between the home and school. The Almanac is 
checked on a daily basis and updated as necessary. Activities and learning completed throughout the week 
is shared with you in the Almanac at the end of each week. 
The ERP system provides daily information on learning completed. 

Home Learning is integral to Early Years @ Healthy Planet and parents are encouraged to interact and 
regularly talk with their children about their learning. We also encourage you be very close observers of 
your children's learning at home and in the community and share with us those special 'wow' moments that 
demonstrate your children's increasing knowledge, skills and increasing understanding. You may like to 
contribute evidence to that learning journal through photographs, samples of learning, anecdotal records 
and observations. 

Pedagogy Sessions for parents take place throughout the year to assist parents in gaining a better 
understanding of what and how the children are learning so that parents can provide the best possible 
support for them at home. 

Home School Engagement

We strive to 

create

a strong parent

and school 

bond.

A low student-teacher ratio supports children 
developing at their own unique pace.

Collaboration with Parents 

· are passionate about their work and cater to each child's needs. 

 adopt and practise continuing self-improvement.

· create their learning plans and develop their resources when the children are not in school.

       ·     are skilled, flexible and enthusiastic. 

· demonstrate and model appropriate behaviour.
· understand the differences in the developmental stages of each child. 

· benefit from our extensive programme of professional development and learning, 

Well Qualified and Trained Teachers

       We take pride in being a team of committed educators who:



We believe that the IEYC is a perfect tool for the transition phase, forging a 
seamless link between early and formal education.

The Head of Early Years works closely with the Head of the Primary Wing to 
promote continuity of teaching and learning and to ensure the transition to 
class 1 is coherent and continuous, building on knowledge, skills and 
understanding, remembering the developmental stage of each young learner. 

We look forward to sharing an exciting learning journey with you and your 
children as they progress through the Early Years of Learning and beyond at 
Nehru World School, ultimately preparing them to face an unknown world 
ahead of them with confidence and success.

Transition to Primary Our Team

Ms Susan Holmes
B.A. (Hons.) English and German
University of Liverpool, U.K.

M.A. Education 
University of Leicester, U.K.

Post Graduate Certificate in Education 
Birmingham University, U.K.

National Professional Qualification for Headship 
National College for Teaching and Leadership, U.K.

Dr N. K. Chaudhry
Chairman, Nehru World School

Ms Arun Chaudhry
Chief Mentor, Nehru World School

Dr Nimisha Kumar
Consultant Clinical Psychologist
M.A, M.Phil, M.Sc. in CBT, U.K

Dr Arunabh Singh
B.A. (Hons.) Sociology 
Hindu College, Delhi University

M.A. Education Management 
King's College London, U.K.

Ms Tanushree Khanna
B.A. (Hons.) Economics 
Miranda House College, Delhi University

M.B.A. Finance 
IMT, Ghaziabad

Ms Sonal A. Singh
B.A. (Hons.) Political Science 
Hindu College, Delhi University

M.A. International Relations
University of Warwick, U.K.

Ms Annie Natarajan
B.A. (Hons.) Politics and History
SOAS, University of London, U.K.

Post Graduate Certificate in Education
St. Hilda's College, University of Oxford, U.K. 

National Professional Qualification for Headship
National College for Teaching and Leadership, U.K.

Accredited BSO Inspector (British Schools Overseas)

Ms Suhasini Kanwar
B.A. (Hons.) English
Lady Sri Ram College, Delhi University 

M.A. English Literature
Lady Sri Ram College, Delhi University

M.A. Education
Lady Sri Ram College, Delhi University

Post Graduate Diploma in Educational Leadership
idiscoveri 

In Conclusion


